
Because a 
study published 
yesterday could 
help her today

– and sometimes very big ones in improving the lives of
Your reward as a clinician is making lots of little differences

patients. Ours is helping you make them. When you’re 
under the constant pressure of time and increased 
workloads, the challenge of increasingly complex conditions 
and patient expectation can prompt more questions than 
ever before. As such you never stand still and neither does 
knowledge in a highly dynamic healthcare environment.

ClinicalKey can relieve those pressures of staying on top of 
current research, procedures and evidence-based practice 
related to complex clinical conditions, helping doctors make 
informed decisions.

Your access to the latest advances in clinical knowledge 
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Build your knowledge base for practice and learning wherever you are
If you’re a Registrar looking to progress your career in a current area of specialism, ClinicalKey 
can help you deliver the most competent care by providing the resources to support continuous 
learning. It includes foundational textbooks, procedural videos and cutting-edge clinical 
practice. ClinicalKey also has a mobile app and remote access enabling you to:

• Learn more about a condition at your institution, at home or on the go.
• Continue your learning at a time that’s convenient to you.
• Sign up for a personal login to access great features

like saving your searches, presentation maker and more.

If you’re a clinician, speak to your manager or librarian for more information 
on how to get access to ClinicalKey. Your hospital may already have it.

To find how ClinicalKey helps support the highest standards at your institution,
go to www.clinicalkey.com 

• With diseases, medicine, and patient expectations always evolving, your team has to develop—
and continuously build upon—critical-thinking skills that will improve their practice over
time. Free online tools and summary content rarely provide the depth needed to truly analyse
a complex clinical situation. Instead, you must be able to dive into a topic and form your own
judgments about how to incorporate the latest research and recommendations into your
practice.

• Ensuring your diagnosis is based on reliable trusted and complete information so you can
increase the confidence of your own judgement and not put outcomes at risk.

ClinicalKey is the comprehensive evidence-based resource
For ensuring that clinical information and best practice procedure are current
You’re a busy consultant and have noticed a spike in reports of measles cases. Whilst this is a 
commonly known disease, you are aware that it may not be clinically familiar to the treating 
physicians under your supervision. Referring your junior doctors to ClinicalKey for a ‘refresher’ 
on the latest typical and atypical presentations, knowledge and treatment, they can reference 
pictures and detailed information on clinical manifestations in preparation to spot it quickly.

Start typing in a symptom, condition, a guideline or even a drug with ClinicalKey’s natural 
language search and it will guide you to connections between different aspects of your clinical
problem. Filter your search to explore differential diagnoses, beneficial tests and treatment plans.

Your access to the latest advances in 
clinical knowledge
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